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ABSTRACT
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The complex and changeable external social and economic environment has a
significant impact on the sustainable development of the closed‐loop supply
chain. In particular, the occurrence of uncertain emergencies increases the
risk of interruption of the closed‐loop supply chain, making it insufficient to
analyze its complex changes from the perspective of material flow alone.
Based on this analysis, the paper constructs a closed‐loop supply chain mate‐
rial flow and capital flow coupling system composed of manufacturers, sellers
and recyclers to explore the impact of material flow sudden interruption on
the closed‐loop supply chain system when an uncertain emergency occurs. In
this paper, based on the closed‐loop supply chain system coupled with logis‐
tics and capital flow, a system dynamics simulation model was established by
using Vensim simulation software to analyze the impact of COVID‐19 epidem‐
ic on manufacturers, sellers and recyclers under five scenarios. The results
show that when COVID‐19 outbreaks occur, the material flow of each main
enterprise in the closed‐loop supply chain is more easily influenced than the
capital flow. At the same time, it can be found that the recyclers in the main
enterprises of the closed‐loop supply chain are more easily influenced by the
material flow. The model constructed in this paper has applicability and can
be used for related studies of closed‐loop supply chain under other emergen‐
cies, but the scene design should be carried out according to the characteris‐
tics of emergencies themselves.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of social economy, many products fail to meet the increasing de‐
mands of consumers which to a large extent, accelerate the replacement of products and pro‐
duces a large number of waste products [1]. The emergence of a large number of these waste
products has brought great pressure on social and environmental benefits and economic bene‐
fits, which has become the focus of people’s attention. People start to turn their attention to Cir‐
cular economy and Sustainable Development [2]. Therefore, manufacturers and sellers in the
supply chain system and recyclers outside the system start to form a closed‐loop supply chain
system jointly, and the closed‐loop supply chain is such a unity of the forward supply chain and
reverse supply chain [3]. The emergence of the closed‐loop supply chain makes the subject en‐
terprise’s material flow, information flow and capital stream flow inside the closed circulation
system, to strengthen the main body of the relationship between the enterprise and the coopera‐
5
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tion. It not only makes the enterprise to reduce logistics cost, to enhance logistics efficiency and
economic benefit of ascension into a reality, but also improves the environmental benefits and
economic benefits of society as a whole, and it has become the focus of the current enterprise [4,
5]. However, some uncertain emergencies may pose great challenges to the stability of the
closed‐loop supply chain system. Most enterprises shut down and stop production, and the
closed‐loop supply chain appears to run poorly or even interrupt, which is undoubtedly a major
challenge to enterprises and the supply chain itself in the closed‐loop supply chain [6, 7].
Based on the background of the COVID‐19 outbreak, this paper constructed a dynamics model
for closed‐loop supply chain system, and studied the impact of the COVID‐19 outbreak on each
main enterprise of the closed‐loop supply chain from the perspective of the coupling of material
flow and capital flow. In this paper, a total of 5 scenarios are set up, and the system dynamics
model constructed is simulated by using Vensim software, so as to observe the changes of inven‐
tory and capital of each main enterprise in the closed‐loop supply chain. In addition, suggestions
are advanced according to the simulation results to promote the normal operation of the closed‐
loop supply chain system. This study consists of three main contributions: Firstly, system dy‐
namics enabled us to analyze the changes of each main enterprise in the closed‐loop supply
chain in a visual way. Secondly, this study abandoned the previous analysis of closed‐loop sup‐
ply chain only from the perspective of material flow, and introduced capital flow to realize the
coupling of material flow and capital flow. Thirdly, the analysis results of this paper provided
evidence for maintaining the normal operation of the main enterprises and systems of the
closed‐loop supply chain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a literature review. Section 3 intro‐
duces the constructed closed‐loop supply chain coupling system. Section 4 studies the affected
situation of each main enterprise of the closed‐loop supply chain by simulating the dynamic
model of the closed‐loop supply chain system under five scenarios. Section 5 is related discus‐
sion, and Section 6 summarizes main conclusions.

2. Literature review
At present, many scholars have conducted numerous studies on the impact of uncertain emer‐
gencies on the closed‐loop supply chain. In this section, we introduce some high‐quality litera‐
ture related to the topic of this paper on some aspects of impact, content and research methods.
Through literature analysis, we know that various uncertain factors or events will have a sig‐
nificant impact on the closed‐loop supply chain. Morakabatchiankar et al. [8] and Cao et al. [9]
analyzed the impact of uncertain demand on the closed‐loop supply chain, and improved the
overall environmental and economic benefits of the closed‐loop supply chain by integrating
product management or supporting retailers. Liao et al. [10] concluded that by running optimal
remanufacturing theories and policies to guide the remanufacturing activities of scrapped con‐
struction machinery products in the context of uncertain procurement and demand, the goal of
resource utilization and profit maximization in the closed‐loop supply chain can be achieved.
Almaraj et al. [11] designed a multi‐cycle, multi‐echelon closed‐loop supply chain method to deal
with the impact of production quality uncertainty on the closed‐loop supply chain. Vandani et al.
[12] also designed a closed‐loop supply chain network with integrated decision‐making to alle‐
viate the negative impact of uncertain delivery time on the closed‐loop supply chain. Chen et al.
[13] argued that increasing government subsidies could reduce the incidence of income uncer‐
tainty on the closed‐loop supply chain. Jessica et al. [14] found that the disruption at the down‐
stream level has a greater influence on the production capacity, inventory status, orders and
other performance of the supply chain than the disruption at the upstream level by planning
multilevel supply chain disruptions. Chen et al. [15] built a closed‐loop supply chain network
physical system that can obtain information such as production, inventory and demand, etc.
They believed that when the system was interrupted by interference in the interaction process,
the elasticity measurement of supply chain was of great significance for reducing order loss in
the supply chain. Cuauhtemoc et al. [16] studied the impact of production process interruption
caused by mechanical failure on order transportation and company inventory level by taking
6
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order transportation as the key performance index. Shao et al. [17] took lithium supply chain as
an example to analyze the impact of demand shock of new energy vehicles and supply disruption
of lithium resources on lithium raw material inventory, lithium product inventory and lithium
social use inventory in lithium supply chain. Taking agricultural supply chain as an example,
Wang et al. [18] studied the dynamic impact of COVID‐19 on China’s live pigs market price, con‐
sumption and pork inventory, and designed five supply chain disruption scenarios.
From the above, we know that the occurrence of various uncertain factors and uncertain
events will have an impact on the closed‐loop supply chain, and these impacts are often negative.
As a large network system, the closed‐loop supply chain is influenced and connected by various
enterprises and elements within the system. The occurrence of negative influences is bound to
affect the robustness of the closed‐loop supply chain system. Therefore, in order to improve the
ability of the closed‐loop supply chain system to cope with external uncertainties and maintain
the overall robustness of the closed‐loop supply chain system, the research on the robustness of
the closed‐loop supply chain system cannot be ignored.
Kim et al. [19] believed that the uncertainty of reverse logistics would affect the stability of the
closed‐loop supply chain, and proposed a hybrid holistic model and robust corresponding model
to improve the response ability and stability of the closed‐loop supply chain system. Hassanpour
et al. [20] designed a robust closed‐loop supply chain network model, and verified its effective‐
ness in the robustness of closed‐loop supply chain through evaluation. Taking lead acid supply
chain as an example, Fazli et al. [21] proposed an effective robust programming model. Polo et
al. [22] established a robust programming model of the closed‐loop supply chain with finance as
the measurement index, and reflected the robustness of the closed‐loop supply chain through
performance. Abdolazimi et al. [23] studied the robust design of the three‐stage closed‐loop
supply chain network under multiple objectives by taking the tire factory as an example.
Gholizadeh et al. [24] proposed a robust feasible optimization method for the closed‐loop supply
chain network of disposable electrical appliances to maximize the value of waste electrical ap‐
pliances. Mohammed et al. [25] and Nayeri et al. [26] designed a robust model of closed‐loop
supply chain in the context of uncertainty in the external business environment. Through sensi‐
tivity analysis of parameters in the model, the robustness of the model was verified, and the in‐
fluence of increased uncertainty level at the robustness of closed‐loop supply chain was ob‐
tained.
In the study of the robustness of closed‐loop supply chain, most scholars focused on robust‐
ness. They designed a robust programming model of closed‐loop supply chain, or propose some
robust optimization methods to deal with the impact of uncertainties or emergencies on closed‐
loop supply chain, so as to maintain the robustness of closed‐loop supply chain system.
At the same time, according to literature reading, there are also various methods to study the
closed‐loop supply chain system based on uncertainty.
Game theory has been used by many scholars as a way to study the interrelationships be‐
tween system structures. Tan et al. [27] used a fuzzy bargaining game to solve the order alloca‐
tion problem of each main enterprise in the closed‐loop supply chain system when the economic
market is uncertain, which not only improves the operation efficiency of the system, but also
ensures the provision of high‐quality service for customer service. Hosseini et al. [28] took a
pharmaceutical company as an example, proposed a coordination model based on the game the‐
ory method, and proved that the coordination model could improve the system’s adaptability to
damage. Based on the uncertainty of product quality, Minyue et al. [29] constructed a game the‐
ory model, believing that it is harmful to force manufacturers to adopt warranty premium poli‐
cies. Wakhid et al. [30] established the Stacklberg game model and proves that centralized deci‐
sion‐making under uncertain economic environment can benefit the whole closed‐loop supply
chain system.
In addition to game theory, some linear or nonlinear programming methods have become
common methods for scholars to study closed‐loop supply chain systems. Hao et al. [31] pro‐
posed a random mixed integer programming model for the sustainable reverse logistics network
of waste electronic equipment in an uncertain environment, and verified the effectiveness of the
random model by solving the optimal solution. Pourjavad et al. [32] built a multi‐echelon, multi‐
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period fuzzy multi‐objective mixed integer linear programming model based on the uncertainty
of decision factors to study the degree of environmental and cost impact, and designed a non‐
dominant sorting genetic algorithm to solve the model. Dehghan et al. [33] proposed a robust
fuzzy planning method for the closed‐loop supply chain network of general edible oil, and veri‐
fied the feasibility and effectiveness of the method in the case of mixed uncertainty of various
parameters through simulation. Ghomi et al. [34] designs a closed‐loop supply chain network
multi‐objective model considering random interruption and shortage, and meets customer de‐
mand by adopting different elastic strategies. Fakhrzad et al. [35] proposed a production‐
distribution fuzzy multi‐objective programming method based on the green closed‐loop supply
chain to study how to reduce carbon emissions from vehicle movement under uncertain condi‐
tions. Santander et al. [36] constructed a mixed integer linear programming model for the 3D
printing plastic closed‐loop supply chain network. Through analysis, it can be known that this
plastic recycling method can produce better environmental and economic benefits.
However, whether it is game theory or linear or nonlinear programming, we can see that there
are still limitations in the study of closed‐loop supply chain under the influence of uncertainty.
These methods can only analyze the relationship between the system structure to study the in‐
fluence of various uncertainties on the closed‐loop supply chain in the current scenario or the
future in a short time and provide various methods and suggestions for reducing such influence,
but cannot study the development trend of the closed‐loop supply chain system in the future for
a long time from a long‐term perspective.
Based on this analysis, the advantages of the system dynamics approach appear and are used
by many scholars. From a long‐term perspective, system dynamics is a discipline to study the
relationship between the internal and external structures and elements of the system, and to
solve the problems existing in the system from a long‐term perspective. Taking agricultural
waste as the research object, Zhao et al. [37] built a closed‐loop supply chain system dynamics
model, and simulated the model with carbon emission as the index, in order to improve the eco‐
logical efficiency of the closed‐loop supply chain system. Goltsos et al. [38] explored how differ‐
ent fields and disciplines adapt to the performance of uncertainty in terms of supply, process,
demand and control by building a closed‐loop supply chain system dynamics model, and provid‐
ed research ideas for enterprises. Based on the demand and return of the incentive dependence
of the closed‐loop supply chain, Zhao et al. [39] constructed a multi‐stage closed‐loop supply
chain system dynamics model to study the benefits of the closed‐loop supply chain system under
the condition of providing incentives. Miao et al. [40] took waste e‐waste as an example, con‐
structs a dynamic model of a closed‐loop supply chain system for mixed recycling, and deter‐
mines the optimal proportion of recycling distribution among various main enterprises through
simulation, thus improving the recovery rate of e‐waste. Xue et al. [41] also took waste e‐waste
as an example and constructs a closed‐loop supply chain system dynamics model dominated by
retailers to study the impact of waste e‐waste recovery in the closed‐loop supply chain.
In addition, there are many other methods to study the closed‐loop supply chain under uncer‐
tain environment. Huang et al. [42] proposed an uncertain representation method based on
modal interval in the case of product quality uncertainty, and confirmed the effectiveness of this
method in terms of collection strategy by comparing it with the traditional scenarie‐based
method. Sahebjamnia et al. [43] proposed a hybrid element heuristic algorithm based on the tire
closed‐loop supply chain network to find the optimal solution for the total cost of the closed‐
loop supply chain model. Zarbakhshnia et al. [44] also proposed a non‐dominant sequencing
genetic algorithm by building a sustainable closed‐loop supply chain model to help solve the
problem of carbon dioxide emission cost in the operation process of closed‐loop supply chain.
Michael et al. [45] developed a two‐stage reverse supply chain multi‐objective optimization
model to study the performance of closed‐loop supply chain in the case of uncertain supply and
demand. By solving the model using the ε‐constraint method, it was found that the model could
promote the improvement of performance level of closed‐loop supply chain.
Through the analysis of literature, it is found that although scholars have done a lot of re‐
search on the closed‐loop supply chain in uncertain emergencies, they mainly analyze the per‐
formance of the closed‐loop supply chain from the perspective of material flow, and seldom con‐
8
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sider and analyze the capital flow of the main enterprises of the closed‐loop supply chain [46‐
50]. In many cases, the hidden research hypothesis of the main enterprises of the closed‐loop
supply chain in the case of sudden uncertainty shows that the capital flow of enterprises will not
be greatly affected, but this is greatly deviated from the actual situation. The capital flow of an
enterprise not only directly determines the operation of a single manufacturer, but also affects
the operation of other main manufacturers in the closed‐loop supply chain. Therefore, the capi‐
tal flow of the main enterprises in the closed‐loop supply chain should not be ignored in the case
of an uncertain emergency. Therefore, from the perspective of the coupling of material flow and
capital flow in the closed‐loop supply chain, this paper studies the short‐term interruption of
material flow in the closed‐loop supply chain under the influence of COVID‐19 epidemic, the
impact on the fluctuations of all main enterprises in the closed‐loop supply chain and the recov‐
ery of enterprises.

3. Construction of a closed‐loop supply chain coupling system model
3.1 Causal analysis
Causal analysis is a way of showing the causal relationship between phenomena or things, and is
an important part of system dynamics. Using Vensim simulation software, complex system rela‐
tionships can be represented in a simple and clear way. Fig. 1 is the causal diagram of the closed‐
loop supply chain system.
M Inventory‐M Delivery rate‐R Inventory‐R Sales rate‐Weekly output of waste products‐T Re‐
covery‐T Inventory‐M Remanufacturing rate‐MN Order rate‐M Manufacturing rate‐M Inventory.
In the feedback loop, manufacturers’ inventories will improve their delivery rate, and make the
dealer inventories. Dealer inventory will increase their sales, increase the circulation of products
on the market, further increase in the number of waste products will be produced per week, to
reduce market pressure, recovery of chamber of commerce to increase recycling of waste prod‐
ucts, thus recyclers inventories will make recyclers to provide manufacturers for remanufactur‐
ing product quantity increase, which will increase the rate of manufacturers of remanufacturing,
new product remanufacturing rate increase would make manufacturers order rate is reduced.
Lower order rate of new products will lead to lower manufacturing rate of manufacturers, and
eventually lead to lower inventory of manufacturers.
M Capital‐M New product manufacturing capacity‐MN Order rate‐M Manufacturing rate‐M In‐
ventory‐M Delivery rate‐R Inventory‐R Sales rate‐Weekly waste product production‐T Recovery
rate‐T Inventory‐M Remanufacturing rate‐Remanufacturing cost‐M Cost‐M Capital. In the feed‐
back loop, the funds would increase manufacturers on new product manufacturing capability,
which will increase the rate of manufacturers order new products. New product order rate in‐
crease would lead to manufacturers manufacturing rate increases, and this will enable manufac‐
turers inventories and shipping rates increased. Thereby sellers increase sales, and this will lead
to increase in the number of market products, produce a large number of waste products, there‐
fore improve the recovery rate of waste products recycling chamber of commerce, and lead to
recyclers to raise the level of inventory. The increase in the inventory of recyclers will improve
the quantity of products provided by recyclers to manufacturers for remanufacturing, which will
enhance the remanufacturing rate and remanufacturing cost of manufacturers. Thus it will in‐
crease the production cost of products for manufacturers, and finally affects the capital level of
manufacturers.
T Capital‐T Recovery ability‐T Recovery rate‐T Product recovery cost‐T Cost‐T Capital. In this
feedback loop, the improvement of the fund level of the recycler will encourage the recycler to
have more money to recycle the waste products in the market, and improve its recovery capacity
and recovery rate. The improvement of the recovery rate of waste products will increase the
product recovery cost and overall cost of the recycler, and thus reduce the fund level of the recy‐
cler.
Similarly, the causal feedback relationship between M capital and R capital is similar to that of
T capital. Due to the limited space of this article, too many details will not be described here.
Advances in Production Engineering & Management 16(1) 2021
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Fig. 1 Causal diagram of the closed‐loop supply chain system

3.2 Construction of the system dynamic flow diagram model
According to the above causal relationship analysis diagram, it can be observed that there is a
causal relationship between variables. By using Vensim simulation software and the principle of
system dynamics, a closed‐loop supply chain system flow diagram with the coupling of material
flow and capital flow was constructed, which was divided into the material flow subsystem flow
diagram and capital flow subsystem flow diagram, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
As can be seen from the flow diagram of the material flow subsystem in Fig. 2, the subsystem
mainly simulates the flow of products between the main enterprises of the closed‐loop supply
chain and the changes of the inventory of each main enterprise. Among them, M Inventory, R
Inventory and T Inventory are the state variables, which mainly reflect the inventory level of
each main enterprise in the system. M manufacturing rate, M remanufacturing rate, M delivery
rate, R sales rate and T recovery rate are rate variables, which mainly reflect the change rate of
product inventory quantity of each main enterprise. M Ordering rate, MN Ordering rate, R Order‐
ing rate, C Quantity demanded and MR Ordering rate are auxiliary variables. M Production delay,
M Delivery delay, M Remanufacturing delay, T Recovery delay and so on are constant variables.
In the material flow subsystem, manufacturers mainly engage in production activities by pur‐
chasing raw materials or recycled waste products from recyclers. According to the market de‐
mand, the seller determines its own order rate and issues order request to the manufacturer.
The manufacturer sends the goods according to the seller's order. When the product is trans‐
ported from the manufacturer’s warehouse to the seller's warehouse, the seller starts to sell the
product to the market. After the end of the product life cycle in the market, waste products will
be recovered by the recycler, who will sell the waste products recovered in the warehouse to the
manufacturer for remanufacturing, so as to realize the circulation of products.
10
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Fig. 2 Material flow subsystem flow diagram

It can be seen from the fund flow subsystem in Fig. 3 that this subsystem mainly simulates the
change of the fund level of each main enterprise in the closed‐loop supply chain. As the closed‐
loop supply chain system based on the coupling of material flow and capital flow is constructed
in this paper, the subsystem is greatly affected by the material flow subsystem and changes with
the change of material flow. In the subsystem of capital flow, the state variables mainly include
M capital, R Capital and T Capital, which mainly reflect the capital status of each subject. Rate
variables include M Cost and M Revenue, R Cost and R Revenue, T Cost and T Revenue, which
mainly reflect the changes of cost and revenue of each main enterprise. M New product manufac‐
turing capacity, M Reproduct manufacturing capacity, R Sales capacity, T Recovery capacity and
so on are auxiliary variables; M Fixed expenditure, R Fixed expenditure, T Fixed expenditure and
commodity depreciation rate are constant variables. In the fund flow subsystem, the manufac‐
turer mainly generates costs by purchasing raw materials or waste products from recyclers and
earns revenue by selling new products or reproduce to distributors. For sellers, the purchase of
products from manufacturers is their cost expenditure, and their source of income is mainly
obtained by selling products to the market. After the end of the product life cycle in the market,
the recycler collects waste products and generates costs. After that, the recycler sells the recov‐
ered waste products to the manufacturer to obtain income. Manufacturers buy waste products
from recyclers for remanufacturing, and the money start a new cycle. The capital of each main
enterprise in the subsystem is mainly expressed as the difference between its income and cost.
By analyzing the relationship between the income and cost of each main enterprise, the capital
status of the enterprise is analyzed to realize the flow of capital in the closed‐loop supply chain
system.
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Fig. 3 Capital flows subsystem flow chart

3.3 Design of main model parameters and equations
Notations
Some variables are set in this paper, and the symbol setting is shown in Table 1.
Variable
M
R
T
Msc
Mit
Mpd
Mdd
Mrd
Trd
Tsc
Tit
Br
Crt
Rsc
Rit
Mi
Mrr
Mmr
Mdr
Mss
rc
nc
Tpc
wp

12

Table 1 Symbol settings
Explain
Variable
Manufacturers
MN
Sellers
MR
Recyclers
C
M Safety stock coefficient
Ri
M Inventory adjustment time
Rsr
M Production delay
Rss
M Delay in delivery
Ts
M Remanufacturing delay
Tr
T Recovery delay
Mr
T Safety stock coefficient
Rr
T Inventory adjustment time
Mc
Benchmark recovery ratio
Tc
C Requires smoothing time
Rc
R Safety stock coefficient
Mco
R Inventory adjustment time
Tco
M Inventory
Rco
M Remanufacturing rate
Er
M Manufacturing rate
Ti
M Delivery rate
MNo
M Safety stock
Cd
Rework cost
Mfe
New product cost
Mpc
T Product recovery cost
Rfe
Weekly waste product production
Tfe

Explain
The new product
Remanufactured product
Consumer demand
R Inventory
R sales rate
R Safety stock
T Stock
T Recovery
M Recovery
R Recovery
M Capital
T Capital
R Capital
M Cost
T Cost
R Cost
Expected remanufacturing rate
T Inventory
MN Ordering rate
C Demand
M Fixed expenditure
M Product cost
R Fixed expenditure
T Fixed expenditure
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Parameter setting
The main constant parameter settings in this model are shown in Table 2. Among them, Mpd, Mdd,
Mrd and Mrd are all within a reasonable time, which conforms to the situation that there are some
delays among all main enterprises in the closed‐loop supply chain system under the normal so‐
cial and economic environment. According to the relevant research of Professor Zhang Yuchun’s
team, [51] Msc and Tsc are 0.2, Rsc is 0.3, Tit and Rit are 3, Mit is 5, Br is 0.2, and Crt is 3.
Table 2 Main constant parameter settings
Variable
Msc

Numerical
0.2

Variable
Tsc

Numerical
0.2

Mit
Mpd
Mdd
Mrd
Trd

5
5
1
3
2

Tit
Br
Crt
Rsc
Rit

3
0.2
3
0.3
3

Main equation design
In order to describe the impact and recovery of each entity in the closed‐loop supply chain under
the short‐term interruption of material flow during COVID‐19 outbreak, this paper simulated the
model based on the original model data of Professor Zhang Yuchun and his team [51]. Through
the above causal relationship analysis, the relationship between the variables in the model is
clarified and the equation is constructed. Formula settings for the main variables are shown be‐
low.

Mi

INTEG MAX Mrr

Ri

INTEG Mdr – Rsr ; Initial Value

Ts

INTEG MAX Tr – Mrr , 0 ; Initial Value

Mc

INTEG MAX Mr – Mco , 0 ; Initial Value

Rc

INTEG Rr – Rco ; Initial Value

0

(5)

Tc

INTEG Tr – Tco ; Initial Value

0

(6)

Mmr

Mmr – Mdr , 0 ; Initial Value

Mss

Rss

(1)
(2)

T Initial inventory Value
0

(3)
(4)

DELAY3I MAX MNo , 0 , Mpd , Initial value 1

(7)

Mrr

MIN Er , Ti

(8)

Mdr

MIN Mi , Expected delivery rate

(9)

Rsr

MIN Cd , Ri

Mco

MIN Mc , Mfe

(10)

rc

nc

(11)

Mr

Mdr R Ordering unit price

(12)

Rco

MIN Rc , Mpc

Rfe

(13)

Rsr Sales unit price

(14)

Rr
Tco

MIN Tc , Tpc

Tr

rc ; Cd

Tfe

RANDOM UNIFORM 5000, 7000, 0

(15)
3000 Time

(16)

4. Simulation and results
The relevant settings of this model are as follows: INITIAL TIME = 0; FINAL TIME = 300; TIME
STEP = 1, that is, the initial TIME of model simulation is 0, the end TIME is 300, and the simula‐
tion TIME STEP is 1. In this paper, the Vensim simulation software is mainly used to model and
simulate, and the model inspection and unit inspection functions inherent in the software are
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used to test and verify the model, so as to realize the real reproduction of the real closed‐loop
supply chain system in the simulation software.
4.1 Original base scenario
Closed‐loop supply chain is the organic unity of the forward supply chain and reverse supply
chain. Its existence promotes the circulation flow of products from production to sales, and then
to recycling and remanufacturing. However, when COVID‐19 outbreak occurs, all kinds of delays
in the closed‐loop supply chain will increase, and the circulation flow of products within the sys‐
tem will be affected, and the operation of major enterprises will also be severely hit. Based on
this, 5 scenarios were set up to simulate the response of the closed‐loop supply chain in the case
of COVID‐19 outbreak. The 5 scenarios are the original baseline scenario, the burst base scenar‐
io, the burst‐recovery time for 10 weeks scenario, the burst‐recovery time for 20 weeks scenar‐
io, and the burst‐recovery time for 30 weeks scenario. Various delay time settings under differ‐
ent situations are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Various delay times under different situations
Scenario
Mpd
Mdd
Original baseline scenario
5
1
Burst base scenario
10
6
Burst‐Recovery time 10 weeks scenario
10
6
Burst‐Recovery time 20 weeks scenario
10
6
Burst‐Recovery time 30 weeks scenario
10
6

Mrd
3
8
8
8
8

Trd
2
7
7
7
7

Original baseline scenario
Original baseline scenario mainly simulates the normal social economic environment closed‐
loop supply chain enterprises’ operation and subjects to the closed‐loop supply chain system
under this situation was not affected by the presence of COVID‐19 outbreak, each kind of delay
time to keep within a reasonable time range, is set to Mpd for 5 weeks, Mdd for 1 week, Mrd for 3
weeks and Trd for 2 weeks. At the same time, under the original baseline scenario, the manufac‐
turer’s manufacturing rate and remanufacturing rate as well as the recovery rate of waste prod‐
ucts of the recycler are relatively stable. The specific variable formula is designed as follows.

Mmr

Mrr
Tr

DELAY3I MAX MNo , 0 , Mpd , Initial value 1

MIN Er , Ti
Expected recovery

(17)
(18)
(19)

Burst base scenario
The burst base scenario is mainly to simulate the impact of the main enterprises in the closed‐
loop supply chain system when COVID‐19 outbreak occurs. In this scenario, the material flow of
the closed‐loop supply chain begins to be interrupted from the COVID‐19 outbreak at week 120
for a duration of 10 weeks, and all kinds of delay times are increased by 5 weeks under the influ‐
ence of the outbreak. When the interruption ends, the delay time returns to normal until the end
of the model operation. The specific variable formula is designed as follows.

Mmr IF THEN ELSE Time 120, DELAY3I MAX MNo , 0 , Mpd , Initial value 1 ,
IF THEN ELSE Time 130, DELAY3I MAX MNo , 0 , Mpd , Initial value 1 , 0
Mrr IF THEN ELSE Time 120, MIN Er ,Ts , IF THEN ELSE Time 130, MIN Er , Ts , 0
Tr IF THEN ELSE Time 120, Er , IF THEN ELSE Time 130, Expected recovery, 0
Mpd IF THEN ELSE Time 120, 5, IF THEN ELSE Time 130, 5, 10
Mdd IF THEN ELSE Time 120, 1, IF THEN ELSE Time 130, 1, 6
Mrd IF THEN ELSE Time 120, 3, IF THEN ELSE Time 130, 3, 8
Trd IF THEN ELSE Time 120, 2, IF THEN ELSE Time 130, 2 , 7
14

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
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Burst‐Recovery time 10 weeks scenario
Burst‐Recovery time 10 weeks scenario on the closed‐loop supply chain system in the burst base
scenario on the basis of further research, the situation is not only assume 120 weeks to 130
weeks between the closed‐loop supply chain system due to short‐term disruptions COVID‐19
outbreak material flow, considerate and hypothesis from the 130‐th to 140‐th week between 10
weeks of recovery, at the same time affected by the epidemic, increase 5 weeks of delay time
starting from the interrupt, continue to the end of the recovery period. The specific variable
formula is designed as follows.

Mpd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 5, IF THEN ELSE Time

140, 5, 10

(27)

Mdd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 1, IF THEN ELSE Time

140, 1, 6

(28)

Mrd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 3, IF THEN ELSE Time

140, 3, 8

(29)

Trd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 2, IF THEN ELSE Time

140, 2 , 7

(30)

Burst‐Recovery time 20 weeks scenario
Burst‐Recovery time 20 weeks scenario is also studied on the basis of the burst base scenario,
which differs from the burst‐recovery time 10 weeks scenario mainly in the material flow recov‐
ery period. In this scenario, the material flow recovery period is longer, from 130 to 150 weeks,
and the recovery period is 20 weeks. At the same time, the duration of all kinds of delay time
increase in the closed‐loop supply chain system is 10 weeks longer than the previous scenario,
and other relevant scenario settings are the same. The specific variable formula is designed as
follows.

Mpd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 5, IF THEN ELSE Time

150, 5, 10

(31)

Mdd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 1, IF THEN ELSE Time

150, 1, 6

(32)

Mrd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 3, IF THEN ELSE Time

150, 3, 8

(33)

Trd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 2, IF THEN ELSE Time

150, 2 , 7

(34)

Burst‐Recovery time 30 weeks scenario
Burst‐Recovery time 30 weeks scenario is similar to the previous two scenarios, except for the
difference in the recovery period. In this scenario, the recovery cycle of material flow is 30
weeks, from 130 to 160 weeks. The longer the delay time, the longer the phenomenon lasts. The
settings for other scenarios are the same. The specific variable formula is designed as follows.

Mpd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 5, IF THEN ELSE Time

160, 5, 10

(35)

Mdd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 1, IF THEN ELSE Time

160, 1, 6

(36)

Mrd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 3, IF THEN ELSE Time

160, 3, 8

(37)

160, 2 , 7

(38)

Trd

IF THEN ELSE Time

120, 2, IF THEN ELSE Time

4.2 Analysis of the impact of manufacturer changes
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the manufacturer's inventory changes were relatively stable under
the burst base scenario. Under the burst base scenario, the manufacturer's inventory began to
decline from the short‐term interruption of COVID‐19 outbreak material flow in week 120 to
zero, followed by a sharp rise, peaked at week 141, then began to decline sharply, and gradually
returned to normal after a small fluctuation. At the same time, it can be observed in the figure
that when the recovery period is 10 weeks, 20 weeks and 30 weeks, there is a lag in the time
when the manufacturer inventory reaches its peak.
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Fig. 4 Changes of M inventory under different scenarios.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of manufacturer's revenue under different scenarios. It can be ob‐
served in the figure that, compared with the original baseline scenario, when COVID‐19 outbreak
occurred, the manufacturer's revenue showed a downward trend under the base scenario and
the outbreak‐recovery period of 10 weeks, 20 weeks and 30 weeks, respectively. After the end of
the epidemic, the manufacturer's income in the burst base scenario rose sharply, reached its
peak in the 133rd week, then began to decline and gradually returned to normal, while the time
of the outbreak and recovery was 10 weeks, 20 weeks and 30 weeks respectively. The time
when the manufacturer’s income began to rise and reached its peak showed different lags. At the
same time, it can be seen from the figure that the peak value of the manufacturer’s revenue in
the burst‐recovery period of 10 weeks, 20 weeks and 30 weeks is higher than that in the burst
base scenario.

Fig. 5 Changes of M income under different scenarios

4.3 Analysis of the impact of seller changes
As can be seen from Fig. 6, compared with the original baseline scenario, under the burst base
scenario, retailer stocks began to decline from the short‐term interruption of COVID‐19 epidem‐
ic material flow, and began to rise and return to normal after the outbreak. However, under the
circumstances of 10 weeks, 20 weeks, and 30 weeks of the emergency‐recovery period, the sell‐
er’s inventory began to increase significantly after the end of the recovery period, but the inven‐
tory level began to rise at different times under different circumstances.
16
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Fig. 6 Changes of R inventory under different scenarios

Fig. 7 shows that compared with the original baseline scenario, although the seller capital in
the burst base scenario and convalescence respectively for 10 weeks, 20 weeks, 30 weeks sce‐
nario, in short‐term COVID‐19 outbreak phase material flow interruption of a slight decline, but
generally speaking, the capital level of sellers fluctuates relatively uniformly.

Fig. 7 Changes of R funds under different scenarios

4.4 Analysis of the impact of changes in recyclers
As can be seen from Fig. 8, under the burst base scenario, the inventory changes of recyclers are
relatively stable and show an upward trend. But in the burst base scenario, when short‐term
COVID‐19 outbreak material flow is interrupted, dealer inventory levels after balance short, be‐
gan to decline and volatility, starting from the 138‐th week inventory increase and keep nearly
20 weeks of steady state, after the stock has fallen dramatically, after several fluctuations gradu‐
ally returned to normal. At the same time, it can be observed in the figure that when the recov‐
ery period is 10 weeks, 20 weeks and 30 weeks respectively, the inventory level of sellers will
change significantly. In addition to lagging behind the burst base scenario in terms of change
time, the most obvious change is that the inventory level in the recovery period scenario is sig‐
nificantly higher than that in the burst base scenario.
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Fig. 8 Changes of T inventory under different scenarios

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the funds of recyclers have the most obvious changes compared
with the funds of manufacturers and sellers. When the material flow of the COVID‐19 outbreak is
interrupted for a short period, the recycler’s funds do not rise and remain at a relatively stable
level. Starting from week 160, the funds start to rise, which is similar to the tendency of the fund
level under the original baseline scenario, but the fund level is lower than the original baseline
scenario until the end of the model operation. At the same time, when recovery for 10 weeks, 20
weeks, respectively at 30 weeks, vendors for capital movements and burst base scenario chang‐
es is roughly same, but due to the existence of the recovery time and recovery time is different,
began from 160 weeks in sellers money difference, the longer the recovery time, rise time, the
lag of funds, the lower the capital levels.

Fig. 9 Changes of T funds under different scenarios

5. Discussion
Through the closed‐loop supply chain model simulation results, it can be seen that the changes
of material flow related factors are more obvious than those of value flow related factors, espe‐
cially the outbreak and recovery stage of COVID‐19 epidemic. When COVID‐19 outbreaks occur,
inventory levels are significantly lower in the outbreak phase, whether for manufacturers, ven‐
dors, or recyclers. This was mainly due to the outbreak of the epidemic, manufacturers in the
closed‐loop supply chain system stopped production, and manufacturers reduced their produc‐
tion activities, so that their inventories were significantly reduced or even to zero. The inventory
level of the manufacturer decreases, so that the quantity of goods that the seller buys from the
18
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manufacturer decreases, and the inventory level of the seller also drops sharply. Dealer invento‐
ry levels to reduce the decrease in the number of sales made to the market to sell products, the
decrease in the number of the circulation of products on the market, a week will reduce the
number of waste products. This makes the recyclers recycling to reduce the number of waste
products from the market, causing recyclers inventories fell likewise, further affect the manufac‐
turer.
In the recovery phase after the epidemic, the inventory level of all major enterprises increased
significantly. This is mainly because manufacturers, in order to make up for the losses during the
epidemic period, resumed production capacity as soon as possible and began to increase their
own production activities, which caused a huge impact on the inventory and showed a signifi‐
cant increase. In order to make up for the loss, the seller will increase the purchase order vol‐
ume, the inventory level also appears the sharp rise, the quantity of products sold to the market
increases. More products in circulation on the market, the more waste products will be pro‐
duced. In order to recover their own operations as soon as possible, recyclers recycle a large
number of waste products from the market, which also brings a huge impact on inventory, and
thus affects manufacturers.
With the increase of operation time, the COVID‐19 epidemic has less and less impact on the
main enterprises of the closed‐loop supply chain, and the inventory of the main enterprises also
starts to gradually return to the normal level.
At the same time, it can also be found from the simulation results that the influence of recy‐
clers in the closed‐loop supply chain system is obviously greater than the change of manufactur‐
ers and distributors. Mainly because the collector is different from the manufacturers and
sellers, sellers when expanding sales, increased numbers of the product to circulate on the mar‐
ket, because the life cycle of the products is different, become a waste product of the time is not
the same, and the cargo is handled by recyclers the recycling of waste products from the market,
recyclers are not only affected by COVID‐19 outbreak also influenced by the product itself, the
most obvious, so changes in the recyclers are also the most far‐reaching.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the closed‐loop supply chain system is analyzed from the coupling angle of materi‐
al flow and capital flow, and the system dynamics simulation model of closed‐loop supply chain
system is built. In the context of the COVID‐19 epidemic, the closed‐loop supply chain system
dynamics simulation model was constructed to simulate the affected situation of each main en‐
terprise in the context of short‐term material flow interruption of the closed‐loop supply chain.
Through the model analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:
In the study of closed‐loop supply chain, in addition to studying the change of material flow, it
is also necessary to consider the change of capital flow associated with material flow. Since this
paper mainly studies the coupling of material flow and capital flow, and such coupling situation
has the influence feedback relationship between flows, it is necessary to choose a suitable re‐
search tool, and system dynamics is exactly the tool that can realize the coupling transfer influ‐
ence relationship between the two flows.
The integrated model results can be seen, when COVID‐19 outbreak short‐term disruptions
caused by material flow, different delay time to produce a great impact on the closed‐loop sup‐
ply chain enterprises are different subjects, but can be found that the main body of the enter‐
prise financial conditions are relatively stable, the most obvious change of every main body en‐
terprise inventory level.
On the whole, when the material flow of the COVID‐19 outbreak is interrupted for a short pe‐
riod, regardless of the scenario, recyclers in the main enterprises of the closed‐loop supply chain
are most affected, indicating that recyclers are most affected by the COVID‐19 outbreak and have
a weak ability to cope with the uncertainty of the external environment.
Based on the conclusions drawn from the above analysis of the closed‐loop supply chain sys‐
tem dynamics model, this paper proposes the following suggestions:
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(1) In the context of COVID-19 outbreak, attention should be paid not only to the impact of
material flow interruption on the closed-loop supply chain, but also to the impact of material
flow recovery after the interruption on the inventory and capital of all main enterprises in the
closed-loop supply chain.
(2) As far as the main enterprises of the closed-loop supply chain are concerned, recyclers are
the most affected by the COVID-19 epidemic and have the weakest anti-risk capability. Therefore, in the three main enterprises of the closed-loop supply chain system in this paper, more
attention should be paid to the recyclers, so as to ensure the stable operation of recyclers and
maintain the normal operation of the closed-loop supply chain system.
In this paper, by using system dynamics under the influence of the Vensim software to build
COVID-19 outbreak of closed-loop supply chain system model has universality, can be applied to
other cases study of closed-loop supply chain, but the incident itself should be considered when
applying the model, the characteristics of emergency and the impact on the closed-loop supply
chain for scenario settings.
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